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Greetings to all fellow Earth travelers, with great love we come to you all, to the many who these 

words shall reach.  

 

The human day night cycle is a curious and interesting one, affording such an opportunity we 

that cannot describe its value, thus attempt it not. In this moment it offers a crowding out; each of 

you will have a limited amount of time, hours and mental intake capacity to ingest new 

information and from which energy can be applied to whatever you choose to supply with your 

attention. 

 

Some things crowd out others with ease. The facilities for rapid, instant transfer of information 

have greatly emphasized this aspect of human existence; at the moment mankind is heavily 

overreacting to what is being inflated into a grave risk. 

 

Allow us to speak to you about this; great efforts to control thus limit sickness and death are 

being made nearly everywhere. Your leaders will explicitly say that, despite the negative effects 

which have, are occurring and will have resulted, that without such measures, things would have 

been much worse. Far worse. 

 

To this we say, no. This is not true. 

 

Attention given to this virus scare is crowding out human information and activity. The effect is 

too costly for the benefit. 

 

This virus was negligently released; it was not intended spread by its developers and releasers. 

What we say now is, this event was a scheduled humanity event and many of the deceased, chose 

this as their moment and place to exit the current incarnation. All of you have chosen a moment, 

which naturally includes a location, for your exit and return home. 

 

Soon will come events the effects from which shall not be controllable; not even efforts to 

control the uncontrollable, such as happens now, will be attempted. Humans will not be able to 

lower global temperatures; humans will not have increased them. Humans will not be able to 

increase plant photosynthesis; humans cannot clear volcanic ash clouds at high altitudes. 

 

What humans shall have is the choice of reaction, of which things and activities shall receive 

human attention. Most important among these choices will be reaction; you may accept or you 

may panic. What will panic do to improve your circumstances, your outlook and your happiness? 

Relief it will provide for the duration of the panic, which shall abate, naturally. Circumstances, 

from which the panic is chosen, shall remain. It can be chosen again, or acceptance of what is 

occurring, can also be chosen, in its stead. 

 

You made the affirmative choice to come to Theater Earth. You purchased tickets, you selected  

your seat and you have settled in for the show. You are not there by accident, you are in no way 

a target of circumstances. You must remember this when you observe the many people who 



surround you react as if victimhood is the greatest of injustices. You will observe the many of 

your contemporaries cry out in frustration about why God has forsaken them. You will hear and 

read and see deep laments expressed because of loss of material things, as if your worth and 

value as a human were built upon material possessions or the ability to acquire them.  

 

Look back in the near future, at what you are observing about yourself now. You are observing 

leaders express great concern, and issue many commands, regarding your safety and well being. 

Much of this feeds the illusion such leaders pursue, for it is their life plan, in nearly every 

instance, to have taken on this role and acted in the ways you now observe. 

 

These actions have almost nothing to do with your well being overall. You may safely ignore 

what you are ordered to do. If a serious complication from the sickness would lead to death, this 

was already planned by you. None of you reading these words are such a soul. 

 

When events occur which cannot be forecast by leaders, what reaction shall you select?  

 

We shall draw a comparison; imagine or remember a time when you chose to lose weight, to 

have your metabolism consume stored body fat. To achieve this requires a change in diet and 

often, increased physical activity. Stopping certain foods, beginning to consume others and 

increasing or engaging in new or higher levels of physical activity can be unpleasant. 

Nevertheless, the goal when reached makes the effort worthwhile. 

 

Changes coming to Earth will place all of you in a more satisfactory place, with two great 

differences. You need not alter how much or what you eat and drink, or increase your physical 

activity if you do not wish or cannot do it; results will come just the same. This makes things far 

easier. 

 

Unlike the diet and exercise routine's effect, to weigh less and improve physical fitness, which 

are well known and understood in advance, becoming the reason you undertake the changes, the 

outcome of the changes Earth will soon make are unknown. 

 

These changes are not unknown to you. We are here to tell you, the opportunity to decrease 

worry, concern, pressure, stress and frustration looms large. It will come easily, with acceptance. 

It will be pleasant and enjoyable when it arrives. It is not necessary to choose worry, concern and 

fear or any combination. 

 

Turn to us, your Guardian Angel Guides, in the ways you honored us with the role by asking us 

once upon a time to do, what and as we do now. We shall guide you to what you need and offer 

you what you want, when you most believe you cannot reach it. We are never beyond an arm's 

length from you; you deliberately and intentionally selected a circumstance where we would not 

hold your bicycle for you. That you read these words is proof positive of your expert cyclist 

abilities. When you see or encounter a bump, and feel you might stumble along your path or fall, 

ask for us to grab and steady your mount. 

 

Be well, one and all, do return often."         


